
Problem Statement
The open-source project, GPLFlash, has recently been restarted. The legacy code from the
original system was written by Olivier Debon, who stopped work on the project in 2000.
The project has now been picked back up by Thomas Groth, with new development being
done in most part by Christophe Choquet.

Unfortunately, there is a general lack of knowledge about the project as a whole – its
direction, design, and goals. Also, there is a high amount of tacit knowledge required to
even understand the higher-level issues within the project. All of the information exists,
but currently, it exists in isolated pools that people have to discover for themselves. This
creates a very high bar for contributing to the project, which is often times fatal in the
open-source arena.

In order to succeed, the project needs to grow a community, gain developers and other
contributors. Furthermore, since volunteer time is often limited, information needs to be
actionable and extremely low-burden, otherwise very little work will get done. A KMS
would be able to assist the project in several ways:

• By keeping all of the project's information in one place, a KMS would help to lower
burden for the retrieval of information (supply-side KM).

• By providing a place for feedback and coordination on project design, a KMS would
help to increase reliability of the team as a whole. Currently, asking N people where
the project is going will yield N+1 answers.

• A KMS would allow sub-projects to be more readily identified and categorized, in turn
allowing highly actionable information to be delivered to contributors of different
types. For example, a “weekend developer” can do a lot more with a list of short, easy-
to-fix bugs than he can with plans for an architectural overhaul (which a “full time
developer” would be interested in).

Before any of this, however, there needs to be an influx of explicated knowledge; a
“demand side” KMS needs to be established to get a pulse on what problems are being
solved over and over, and to capture and crystallize that knowledge once it's been
identified.



Knowledge Audit
There are several different pools of knowledge that both developers and users need access
to in order to effectively use or work on GPLFlash. This section identifies some of the
most critical pieces of knowledge, outlining the general purpose and VRAB of each one.

SWF Format Specifications

The SWF file format describes the core functionality and logical layout of the files that
GPLFlash needs to interact with. This information is critical to anyone who plans on
being more than just a casual developer. Actions taken with this information include
verification, as well as system design.

Currently, individuals have to each search out and find the documentation themselves;
there is no mention that it even exists on the GPLFlash project page. There are two major
sources of information on the SWF format: the official Macromedia documentation, and
the OpenSWF documentation (available through third parties since OpenSWF itself is no
longer around). The documentation in both places has spotty validity, and sometimes
skirts, misstates, or completely omits information about the file format. The reliability of
the information is fairly consistent; the documents don't seem to contradict one another.

Burden is another issue, though. Both documents are large and awkward, and require the
knowledge of their existence as well as digging in order to find. The lack of some
information in the documentation, coupled with the difficulty of having to read large
quantities of text, greatly reduces the actionability of the information.

Design Documents

Design documents are important in coordinating developers in working towards a well-
defined, common goal. The main actions taken with this type of information is testing and
planning for extension.

Documentation on the current system's design, at both a high and low level, is non-
existent. The only place that it can be found is in the mind of the main programmer as
tacit knowledge. Because the information is not fixed, its validity and reliability fluctuate
(from the point of view of the observer) – information about the system's design could
change without notice, and the only way to find out about such a change would be to poll
the main programmer. Burden for a developer is medium, but the burden for the main
programmer could potentially be much worse – he may have to repeat himself multiple
times, wasting time on recreating information when he could be using the time to work.
Because of all of this, the information itself is not very actionable at the moment.

Code Documentation

Code documentation is similar to design documentation, but usually more fine-grained.
Whereas design documents focus on functionality and outward-appearing behavior, code
documentation also covers internal steps used to achieve the outward behavior. The main
action that would be taken with this information is maintenance – bug fixing and program
extension.

There is currently very little code documentation; most of whatever exists will be tacit
knowledge of the programmer who created any given section of code. The reliability in



determining  what a piece of code actually does is absolute (due to the nature of
programming), but the burden of coming up with valid answers to “what does this code
do?” is very high. 

Sub-Projects and Direction

Having clear goals, along with projects to implement those goals, is important for
progressing with an open source project (or any project). Sub-projects generally range
from small and fast to very large and time consuming. The main action that would be
taken with this information is both the selection and completion of the described projects.

Because there is a lack of solid design information for the project, it is difficult to create
sub-projects and to determine an overall direction. Thus, the validity and reliability of any
such information is currently very low. Also, the burden for acquiring any such
information would be fairly high, since it would require extracting design information in
addition to the sub-project and direction information. Thus, current actionability is almost
nil.

Bugs, Regressions, and What Works

An important part of contributing to a system involves knowing what works, what doesn't
work, and what used to work and stopped working. This information is usually applied in
the context of quality control – ensuring that bugs get fixed, and that new bugs don't get
created. There are three general uses of this information: the user determining if the
software will do what they want, the user determining if there is a work-around for a
problem they are encountering, and the developer trying to improve the quality of the
code.

Currently, no one (except maybe the lead programmer) thoroughly knows what the
system can and cannot do. Any information on what does or doesn't work has the
potential to be invalid (depending on if GPLFlash1, the “private” GPLFlash2 or the
publicly accessible GPLFlash2 is being referred to), and only marginally reliable (since so
few people know the code well). Bugs are reported through a bug-tracking system, so
there is at least some kind of a measure of what's not working as expected; there is also a
TODO list in the repository that states some things that is known not to be working yet
(though the completeness of the document is unknown). Overall, the burden of gaining
the non-tacit information is not overly-troublesome, but it may be too high for an end-
user to effectively use it. Overall actionability is still not very good, due to the lack of
some of regression information and design documents.

Toolkits, APIs and Reference Materials

In order to perform certain tasks, developers need to know about specific tools for doing
those tasks. An example would be the plugin API for the gecko engine – anyone
interested in writing or modifying the GPLFlash Firefox plugin would very likely need
access to the NAPI documentation. In fact, they might even need to know that it exists in
the first place, in order to get started with their work. The main action taken with
reference material is to look up information on a deep-and-narrow topic.

Currently, knowing what toolkits and APIs are used, and where their documentation is, is
tacit knowledge. Tracking down this information can range from fairly straightforward to



somewhat tricky. It is also possible for the data to be invalid (if there is a version
mismatch between the version of the documentation and the version of the toolkit or API
in use), though once valid information is found, it is generally reliable. The burden for
this task is moderate, and increased by the fact that some of the external documentation is
cryptic or otherwise poorly written. Actionability of the information is likewise mediocre.



KMS Barriers
Due to the nature of the development model, there may be resistance to any extra
overhead introduced by any KMS system. Tasks such as creating detailed designs,
generating and maintaining task lists, and other “supporting” activities are susceptible to
being ignored for work (such as coding) which has more immediate and visible results.
The other extreme is possible as well, with too much work being put into the
infrastructure and meta-problems (such as KMS design/implementation), and not enough
work being put into more critical functions (such as system design/implementation).

The sheer breadth of the knowledge, in proportion to the number of developers, may also
pose a problem. Without a large group of active contributors, it could take a long time to
get all of the “new trainee” material created, since active developers seldom have to deal
with it. Documenting the higher-level information that the current developers deal with
on a daily basis would also have little immediate value, since the trainee documentation
leading up to it would most likely be missing.

I myself will likely be filling the CKO role, as I believe strongly that the system can both
work and benefit the project. I'm currently setting an example by collecting information
and disseminating it through the GPLFlash blog, as well as via the #gplflash channel on
IRC. People new to the project seem to most appreciate what I'm trying to do, since the
knowledge gap for them is the largest, and thus they have the most to gain from a well-
structured knowledge management system.



10-Step Process

1. Analyze the Existing Infrastructure

Observation and interaction has turned up a number of infrastructural services available
to the GPLFlash project, some of which are used, some of which are not. Currently, all of
the facilities offered by SourceForge are available; of these, the mailing list, CVS, bug-
track system, and web space are used. Recently, a blog for the GPLFlash project was also
created in an attempt to fill some of the knowledge vacuum that exists, and an IRC
channel was created.

The web space could potentially be turned into a section of the KMS if a wiki was
installed. Such a system would allow for both supply- and demand-side functionality.
While blogs, mailing lists and IRC are all good mediums for short-term capture of
supply-side knowledge, there is generally an issue as far as archival, search and retrieval
of the information after it has passed out of the scope of immediate use. Unless the
information passed around in these “short-term” systems into a demand-side system,
there is a very real chance that the information will get lost, not showing up at a later date
when it's relevant.

Other tools that are currently a part of the SourceForge offerings could potentially be used
to fill specialized roles (such as subproject management, supporting document storage
and retrieval, new news, forums), but most of these functions could be replaced directly
with a more flexible wiki system. Furthermore, (overly) strict access controls build into
the SourceForge tools themselves puts in a barrier for contribution that may be
prohibitively high.

2. Align Knowledge Management and Business Strategy

Because a large part of the project's need is to gain and retain developers, the KMS
should be highly customizable. This will encourage personalized feedback, and promote a
sense of individuality and ownership within the project. Furthermore, new contributors
will either have something that they can immediately contribute (by adding missing
sections to the KMS), or the information that they need in order to contribute will already
be available (as added by their predecessors).

The KMS will also need to support a range of knowledge goals, from knowledge
integration at the lower levels (likely in the form of HOWTO documents) up to
knowledge transfer at the higher levels (full design specifications, internals descriptions,
etc.).

The visible short-term goal of the KMS will be to generate an influx of people power –
generating more contributers, more useful contributions, and repeat contributions. The
long-term goals will be to create a solid knowledge foundation for the GPLFlash project,
and a culture that supports the knowledge foundation, so that the loss of any (or even all)
developers would still leave the system in a highly maintainable state for future
development and use.



3. Design the Knowledge Management Infrastructure

Creating

Fortunately, several existing tools already shuffle large amounts of information around,
and thus are in the position to capture potential knowledge (though that knowledge would
still need to be packaged). Because of the distributed nature of development within the
project, all (or nearly all) communications are via text, and thus easy to capture and store.

IRC Chats

A team of people should be present in the GPLFlash IRC channel, watching the traffic
and retrieving the logs of interesting conversations for packaging and later re-use. 

Mailing List E-mails

The mailing lists are already archived on SourceForge automatically. The threads,
however, need to undergo packaging in order to be truly useful; searching mailing list
archives tends to be a tedious and redundant task, done by many users.

Blogs or Personal Web Pages

These tools allow individuals to create personalized accounts of their own experiences
with the GPLFlash project, and can evoke information that might not otherwise be
explicated by an individual. Because authors of these sites tend to do most of the
packaging as part of content creation, there is much less packaging work to do in order to
integrate it with the overall KMS (a properly cataloged link will usually suffice).

Bug Reports

Users commonly report bugs to a bug tracking system (in our case, offered as part of the
SourceForge services). Bug reports are good to some extent for collecting feedback from
the community, but the quality and ability to integrate bug reports with other information
is greatly determined by the meta data that the system allows users to enter about the bug.
To that end, a tool such as Bugzilla is more suitable than SourceForge's integrated
system. Bugzilla allows for a plethora of metadata entry, most important of which are the
“status whiteboard” and “keywords” fields. These fields allow for easy, project-specific
categorization of bugs within the system (e.g., marking bugs that have had corresponding
unit tests added to help prevent future regressions). Other features, such as dependency
tracking between bugs, also makes the Bugzilla system superior.

Packaging

Packaging is where a good chunk of the legwork in this system will happen; it is the
bridge between knowledge creation, and location/application/reuse. I propose that the
bulk of KMS information be integrated into a wiki, for several reasons: Wikis can be
edited and updated by the community at large, provide multiple structured ways to access
information, and can be access-controlled with per-page granularity. Furthermore, wikis
have the flexibility to present many different types of information, and are somewhat
future-proof in the sense that they are likely able to accommodate any new ways we want
to use them. Several wiki implementations are available, but I am recommending
UseModWiki based on the criteria found at <http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?WikiChoicetree>.



Finding/Applying/Reusing

Most knowledge fragments will be packaged into the wiki. The community will be
responsible for indexing and cross-referencing wiki material so that it is locatable – this
process being, in and of itself, knowledge creation and packaging. Knowledge about how
to access certain information (including the knowledge that the information exists) will
also be held at a tacit level, and made accessible via IRC and the mailing list.

4. Audit Existing Knowledge Assets and Systems

(See “Knowledge Audit”)

5. Design the Knowledge Management Team

At the time of writing, regular participants within the project are limited to a handful of
people. Currently, implementing a Knowledge Management Team would be infeasible;
however, this need will have to be monitored and evaluated as the community starts to
grow. It is likely that several subgroups within the project will begin to form, and when
that begins to happen, a Knowledge Management Team will become more useful –
representatives from each group will be needed in order to ensure that there is even
participation in knowledge feedback across all project members. Likewise,
representatives will also be needed in order to ensure that the system is serving all groups
sufficiently.

6. Create the Knowledge Management Blueprint

The wiki system will require that we plan and have a baseline “skeleton” for knowledge
to grow on. Though it would be impossible to fill the system a priori, or to even come up
with a truly complete taxonomy for categorizing project information, it is still important
to implement a base layout to guide the growth of the system. Specifically, we should
review the GPLFlash project as a whole, and determine the following things (from “The
Knowledge Management Toolkit,” Tiawana, 2002):

• Declarative knowledge, such as significant and meaningful concepts, categories,
definitions, and assumptions.

• Procedural knowledge, such as processes, sequences of events and activities, and
actions

• Casual knowledge, such as rationale for decisions, rationale for rejected decisions
or alternatives, eventual outcomes of activities, and associated informal pieces

• Context of the decision circumstances, assumptions, results of those assumptions,
and informal knowledge, such as video clips, annotations, notes, and conversations

Our combination of media (as specified in the “Design the Knowledge Management
Architecture” section of this paper) is capable of expressing all of these ideas.
Specifically, categorization can be provided by the wiki, and context can be provided by
references to IRC logs and mailing list archives. The main question to be answered at this
point is “what initial categorizations do we want to provide?”

As far as content aging/validity issues are concerned, the combination of the delivery
medium (wiki) and the culture that is grown around that medium should help to address



the majority of this problem. There still may exist pockets of knowledge that aren't used
often, and that could become stagnant while no one is using them, but this problem could
be mitigated by prominently placing “last changed” notices on all pages throughout the
wiki.

Because content categorization will not be automated, it will be important for the wiki
system to keep a list of new pages that have been created, and to have a culture that
encourages looking at newly created pages to add cross-links that the original author may
have missed. The upshot to this is that it should scale reasonably for the purposes of this
project, since the number of newly contributed pages should be proportional to the
number of active contributors once the initial knowledge vacuum is filled.

Switching focus to a skills database, it becomes apparent that the wiki is not an optimal
place to store that information. Fortunately, another data repository currently provides
most of the skills information our project uses “for free” – CVS. Using CVS' annotation
function, the most common skills related question (“who knows about this part of the
code?”) can be answered.

7. Develop the Knowledge Management System

This step will require that the current GPLFlash team come together and make
technological and policy decisions, including which wiki (or substitute technology) to
use, how user authentication should be handled, what initial knowledge categories should
be supported by the system, and what (if any) extra integration is both feasible and
desirable between existing systems.

Authentication

This is a policy decision more than anything. Because the project is open-source,
authentication is not an issue as far as read-only access goes. Write access, however, is
something that will need to be carefully considered. Possible models for granting write
access to the wiki system (specifically) include:

• Only logged in users can post

• Logins are available to anyone through an automated sign-up process OR

• Logins are available only by request and acceptance to the project

• Abuse is handled by suspending accounts

• Logged in or anonymous users can post

• Anyone can modify any page

• Abuse is handled by “freezing” pages, and requiring changes to go through a
moderator before being applied

• Mixed access

• Each page is given an access level, or list of people allowed to modify it (with
anonymous posting being included).

• Abuse is handled by removing the abuser's access to a page, reducing their overall
access, or suspending their account.



Each of these systems has their own strengths and drawbacks; choosing a policy that is
optimal for our project will have to be something that the whole team decides.

Wiki Selection

Selecting a wiki will be based on three major factors:

• Can we run it on our existing web hosting?

• Does it support the authentication scheme we have selected?

• Does our intended audience feel that the wiki (as a wiki) is usable enough?

The first two requirements are purely technological; a quick binary decision can be made
about the suitability of a given wiki based on those criteria. The third criterion is much
more difficult, since we don't have a large supporting community, yet. As such, we'll have
to make do with the community that we do have so far, and attempt to make the system as
user-friendly as possible. This is critical for the KMS as a whole – if we fail to select an
easy-to-use wiki to build our system on top of, it will act as a choke-point and drag the
effectiveness of the entire system down.

IRC Integration

A lot of IRC “bots” are in existence these days. We need to take a look at our IRC
communication channel and make some decisions about how much of our overall KMS
we want to make available through the IRC interface, and in turn, how much IRC
interaction we want to export back to the rest of the KMS. Features that we should
consider using bots for include:

• 24x7 logging of the IRC channel, for later reference (similar to mail archives)

• Bug tracking interface that reports new bugs to the channel, and that will look up and
report on existing bugs upon request

• CVS integration, to report when new check-ins have been made, and to report the date
and time of the last check-in upon request.

Other functionality might also be made available through bots, but each function will be
subject to several constraints, including our ability to integrate with the necessary external
systems.

8. Deploy Using the Results-Driven Incremental Methodology

Because the current community is so small, setting up a pilot versus a “full-fledged”
system will have only negligible difference in effort on the technological side. The
primary thing that will need to be limited in the pilots will be the scope of information
entered into the system. However, limiting scope in this fashion may artificially reduce
the (perceived and real) usefulness of the pilot systems, and give a false impression as to
the usefulness of a “real” system.

It would probably be wise to start with the wiki: setting it up on the server, creating the
initial knowledge categorizations, creating instructions on how to use it, allowing the
current community to give it a try, and finally using feedback from the community's
experiences to drive further development on the system. After the wiki has stabilized



around properties that the community accepts, more effort can be put towards generating
and cross-linking more content within the wiki.

After this, development should begin on an IRC logging and reference scheme, so that
conversations can be referred to in-context from hyper media such as the wiki. Other IRC
(and possibly also mailing list) services can then be explored from there.

9. Manage Change, Culture and Reward Structures

Since the nature of the project is community-oriented, there should be less resistance
towards knowledge sharing than there might be in most business environments. There are
three prime opportunities for helping to create a successful knowledge sharing culture
around the project:

• Engage new community members in KMS participation as a rite of passage into the
community.

• Provide social recognition and praise to valuable contributions on par with the praise
given to people who contribute valuable code.

• If someone makes consistent, high-quality contributions to a certain area in the KMS,
grant that person the power to take maintainership and responsibility for their section
of expertise. 

Each of these steps helps to foster a sense of inclusion, ownership, and attachment to not
only the GPLFlash project itself, but to the creation and maintenance of quality
information about the project.

10. Evaluate Performance and  Incrementally Refine

The GPLFlash project is a volunteer-based, community effort. As such, the KMS must be
geared towards helping support and grow the volunteer base – with performance metrics
that are targeted appropriately. The following measurement should be appropriate for
determining the successfulness of the KMS:

• IRC activity

• Retention (the same user returning to the channel on a regular basis) should
increase

• The total amount of channel activity dedicated to “basic Q/A” should decrease

• The total proportion of channel activity dedicated to solving “new” problems (e.g.,
discovering and working out bugs in the latest proposed designs) should increase

• Channel activity, as a whole, should increase

• Mailing list activity

• The total amount of list activity should decrease

• The proportion of list activity that is directly code related should increase

• A substantial proportion of E-mails on the list should refer to links on the wiki

• Contributions

• Useful documentation should begin to emerge on the wiki



• There should be an increase in patch submissions

Furthermore, since the project is community-based, we have the liberty of collaborating
and comparing notes with our “competitors” (i.e., other open-source projects). We should
find projects that have solved similar problems, projects that excel in one or more project
management areas, as well as projects that are doing poorly, and use the information to
tune our own KMS.



Final Recommendations
Any contributor to the project, as well as some of the projects users, are likely to use this
system. The overall system that is being recommended is as follows:

• Mailing list: supports push-style notification, and acts as a great platform for making
complex proposals, as well as for establishing complex context that can be referred to
later in a simple manner. (done)

• IRC channel: supports real-time communication for collaborative work. Good for
building context up, as well as for communicating references to pre-established
context. Also a less intimidating medium (versus the mailing list) for newcomers to
introduce themselves, and for the curious to find out more about the project. (done)

• Integration with CVS: for push-style monitoring of check-ins

• Integration with bug-tracking: for push-style monitoring of bug-tracking, and
convenient pull-style information retrieval of information that is relevant to a
conversation.

• Integration with wiki: see “information re-use” culture change, below. Users of the
room will be expected to refer to pages in the wiki if a question is asked that is
already answered there.

• CVS (done): maintains a “who knows what” database as a side-effect.

• Wiki (in progress): maintains a central, editable repository for all of the project's extant
knowledge.

• Integration with mailing list: the wiki must have the ability to effortlessly quote
mailing list traffic in a referential way – so that the original context of the quoted
material can be easily traced back to by site users.

• Integration with IRC: the wiki must have the ability to refer to rough sections of
IRC chats. Because it is common for IRC conversations to act as source material for
future articles (such as those that will be found on the wiki), the ability to look up
and reference such chats will help foster the creation of correct documentation.

• Improved bug-tracking system: for improved meta-data collection and bug sorting

• Culture changes

• “Full-feedback”: contributors should be encouraged from the very beginning to feed
their entire experience back into the KMS, so that future contributors (especially
beginners) can get off to an easier start by following in the footsteps of those that
came before.

• Information re-use: Likewise, contributors should get into the habit of writing
information up, and then referring other users to that information – instead of
repeating the answers to the same types of questions over and over. This will free
up many contributors from Q/A duty, as almost all questions should be answerable
via self-service at the wiki.

The overall concept has already been given an informal green-light, and a pilot for the
wiki section of the system is already under development.


